Application and Assessment Form: Date______
Name_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
ContactNo.s____________________________________________________________Occupation______________
EmailAddress______________________________________________________________________________________
GPAddress/No.____________________________________________________________________________________
ConsultantAdd/No.________________________________________________________________________________
Next of Kin_________________________________________________________D.O.B__________________________
Symptoms/Diagnosis -please list ALL symptoms physical, emotional and mental health

When /how did they start?_________________________________________________________________________
Medication

How did you hear about this consultation/Kazy?____________________________________________________

Allergies__________________________________________________________________________________________
Vaccine History___________________________________________________________________________________
Do you have any amalgam fillings?________________________________________________________________
Do you have any children?________________________________________________________________________
Previous Therapies & Treatments

Previous Health History /Symptoms Please list ALL including mental health

Out of a score of 10 where 10 is definitely yes and 0 is definitely no….
Do you believe it is possible resolve your symptoms?_____________________________________________ How
much do you feel you deserve to resolve your symptoms?______________________________________
Are you willing to commit applying your whole-self and work WITH your practitioner as a team: and to

put into practice advise given?____________________________________________________________________
Do you recognize that the body affects the mind and the mind affects the body?____________________
Are you happy you have spent enough time asking any questions you may have; and that you are
happy to go ahead?
(If not you should do so before signing this form)
Shine is a highly personalized, comprehensive and integrated Body - Mind - Soul
Extensive Consultation over a 3 day booking, and followed up by ongoing single sessions as required
(charged separately). Shine looks extensively into the unique structure of each individual's
illness/condition physically, emotionally and spiritually, with a view to assisting/supporting unraveling
and resolving dis-at ease. Shine is based and rooted from the trainings and studies of clinical ecology
(full consultation and tests included), neuro-linguistics, nutritional & orthomolecular science, emotional
therapies (nlp, hypnotherapy, life-coaching), deep trauma resolution, energetic & vibrational
medicine as well as the biology and science of the human being, and coupled with intuitive
energetic assistance and integrated with the studies of quantum physics and the universal laws of
attraction. Shine is based upon clinical biology, emotional psychology and concept principles of the 3
brains - the head/brain - gut pancreas/adrenal body - and the heart/emotion/soul! All connected by
the nervous system! And aims to support the individual to come into their full BEING. Energy work,
realignment and past life clearance with Kazy (and Lu Jones) is optional.
Each shine consultation will be bespoke and uniquely pitched to the individual as appropriate, so
attention to the necessary is not lost to any area where not applicable.
Shine requires the individual to be committed, honest and open to engage fully with the practitioner.
Shine aims to assist the individual on his/her journey, at the pace and over the time required by the
client. Shine does not assume or claim responsibility for the health of any individual and cannot
guarantee results. It is a personal decision to seek out the trainings and assistance of the practitioner, (
a coming together for this part of your journey), for which the client wholly takes responsibility. This is
your journey, your life!
My Commitment to You
I will be wholly committed to you on your journey over during the Shine Consultation and after for as
long as you require. My job is to support and empower you by working together to improve wellbeing
and navigate life more to how you really want it.
I will work with you to the highest professional & ethical standards with care, integrity & honesty at all
times. I will be flexible and attentive to your specific details - You are unique and will be treated
accordingly- you were born to soar and be magnificently YOU!
What I Expect from You
Willing, Ready & Open to participate fully during the consultation. You will be required to address beliefs
about your health, negative patterns/habits/issues/symptoms, other health professional opinions,
relationships and the future. You will be required to be flexible in your thinking and honest at all times.
To use the skills and tools taught consistently, to apply and follow through advise given at each session
and through to next as best you can.

What Would you Like to Achieve by Attending Shine Consultation(s)?
Please list some of the things you would love to do if you resolved your symptoms & lived life how you
really want to:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Any Information or Comments you would like to add?

Please read and sign the terms and conditions/privacy if you agree and please send your completed form
with 50% deposit to:
Kazy Vincent-Janes
Betchworth House
Main St
Chideock, Bridport
W.Dorset DT6 6JW

Introduction to the Extended 3-day Shine Consultation:
Everything Is Energy - including You! Science now explains that everything is an arrangement of particles,
protons and atoms influenced by everything in and around us. With emotional and physical imbalance, we can
now see how the DNA molecule compresses, and with Health it expands. Dis-at-ease or EASE. 'The real You,
how you really would to be, when you can just be yourself requires no having or doing nor learning or trying, no

wondering no becoming, no striving to do. For you were born without apology being you in your truest essence
with a physical, emotional and spiritual blueprint – for whatever reasons, we get out of synch, or alignment from
that blueprint or knowing, and so this is just the invitation for your waiting for you to embrace it and love you as
the universe and those that truly honour do'.
Embracing through-out the concept of the very essence of who you truly are and drawing upon beautiful
processes of 'allowing and arriving'/no 'push no pull' a holistic Heart-Centred, highly personalised,
bespoke supporting physical, emotional and the spiritually self on your journey. Shine is a BESPOKE highly
personalised extended 3 day consultation, and followed up by ongoing single sessions as required (charged
separately) for the intention of moving on your story or journey into consciousness and states of wellbeing,
centred from the true essence of whom you truly are to thus support a way of well-being resonating in your
unique heart coherence! and thus influencing the alignment of the mind and body. With supportive, trainings
based upon cutting edge heart--mind-body sciences embracing neuroplasticity, epigenetics gene expression,
orthomolecular/natural/nutritional meds and for coaching/training for an inner set of tools and skill sets:
and personalised blended emotional therapies. The content of which is never intended to diagnose, treat or
cure any condition/symptoms or replace medical services - always consult your medical practitioner.
Shine considers the unique tapestry of individual's illness/condition/life-issues physically, emotionally and
spiritually, with a view to assisting and supporting the individual on his/her personal and unique journey. Shine
is based and rooted from the trainings and studies of clinical ecology based upon the biology and cutting edge
science (full consultation and tests included), mind-body NLP neuro-linguistics and neuroplasticity, emotional
therapies (based upon trainings in heart coherence, mind-body trainings, The Wholeness Process, nlp,
clinical hypnotherapy, life-coaching, deep trauma resolution, timelines), energetic & vibrational
medicine; coupled with intuitive energetic empathic energy, soul reading and realignments.
Shine is based upon clinical biology, emotional, chemical, neurological, epigenetic status and expression
collectively of mind, body and very much so the heart (now reclassified as a brain in its own right), the concept
principles of the 3 brains - the - Heart now classified as a brain in its own right, and emanating an electro magnetic field, the master influencer; the Mind-brain - Gut- pancreas/adrenal body. All connected and wired by
the nervous system! Shine shares a wealth of fascinating and inspiring information amongst beautiful
therapeutic processes for allowing your personal unique process to arrive at supportive resolutions and
rebalance, whilst learning bespoke personalised tools not just for current symptoms/issues but for all areas of
life. Discover and expand more fully into the YOUNESS of YOU, as a way of being and life forward flow. This is
not fix or cure neither treatment, this is an extended meeting for support and empower you on your personal
journey.

Energetic and soul reading and realignment with Kazy (optional).
Each shine consultation will be bespoke and uniquely pitched to the individual over time as appropriate, so
attention to the necessary is not lost to any area where not applicable.
Shine does require the individual to be committed, honest and open to engage fully with the practitioner. Shine
aims to assist the individual on his/her journey, at the pace and over the time required by the client; Shine is
teamwork working together, client and practitioner in tandem. Shine does not assume or claim responsibility for
the health of any individual and cannot guarantee results. It is a personal decision to seek out the trainings and
assistance of the practitioner for which the client wholly takes responsibility. Shine will require a commitment to
an ongoing life practice and application.
This is your journey, your life!
My Commitment to You:
I will be wholly committed to you on your journey over during the Shine Consultation and afterwards for support.
My role is to share enabling and helpful trainings and therapeutics to support and enable you to HOW to move
towards the resolve you desire - towards living life more comfortably more of the time. I will work with you to the
highest professional & ethical standards with care, integrity & honesty at all times. I will be flexible and attentive
to your specific details - You are unique and will be treated accordingly- you were born to soar and be
magnificently YOU! Although the following information may seem a lot to cover in 3 days, and we can only
cover so much in 3 days, however, my job is to make that easy and simple and empowering for you, applying
what only is relevant and you choose to work on. to you. The 3 days are not the fix but the start of a supportive
and progressive set of trainings, coaching and therapeutics which will require practice during and after the 3
days.

My background: I am trained in the studies of the physiology of human biology (pancreatic, adrenal,
neurological, endocrine, intestinal); nutritional, orthomolecular medicines and environmental studies as a clinical
ecologist; and carrying on the unique and exceptional work pioneered by DS.c Gwynne H Davies ND.DO
Cl.Eco.Rtd. I have attended many, (and regularly continue to attend) training courses including many master
classes including Epigenetics, phonocardiology, biophotonics in the nutritional and natural world; and studied
extensively and continue to study daily linking myself with many world class experts in the field. I am now the
UK trainer, examiner and certificatory of the insurable Clinical Ecology qualification for practitioners.
Trained also as an advanced Emotional Therapist, advanced NLP, clinical hypnotherapy and life-coaching and
many other beautiful processes such as the wholeness process and others. With many years behind
me teaching/examining students internationally and supervising qualified practitioners.
I also have been working as an empath/intuitive with energetic healing for many years. Working with the Angelic
and Ascension Masters and Mother Earth shamanic type processes and combining DNA Science based heart
Coherence. (this is an optional aspect of Shine)
The Shine Consultation - What I Expect from You:
To be Willing, Ready & Open to participate fully during the consultation. You will be required to become a team
with me to work together. We will address beliefs about issues and symptoms, considering other health
professional opinions, and the possibilities for the future. You will be required to be flexible in your thinking and
be open and honest at all times.
To embrace the invitation of gentle yet powerful therapeutics, trainings and clinical consultation, apply
& integrate into daily practice. And most of Be You!
Clinical ecology is the term used whereby a holistic consultant aims to restore the balance of the physical,
emotional and spiritual balance of the individual person. Thus approaching any condition to achieve the
maximum quality of life for as long as possible.
We will use advanced nlp and beautiful therapeutics and similar techniques from all of my trainings to clear and
release swiftly, causative stuckness of unwanted patterns, feelings, traumas and learnt behaviours (often
unconsciously and through no fault of your own), that are often contributing to the invisible, yet profoundly
effecting your symptoms.
I will teach you simple, powerful bespoke techniques tailored specifically for you to employ as a self-help tool,
that is designed to enable you to move forward with an easy simplicity that may become a way of functioning
and being.
Over Day One and Two, Bringing you home to the reminder and rediscovery of the very essence of who you
truly are with no doing or having or getting or learning!, and from there on I will be sharing and training you with
information from the studies of all of my above trainings that is specific to you to inform and assist you on your
personal healing journey. We will be looking into your unique heart-centred - brain–body neurology, how and
why that effects the adrenal responses and consequently other systems in the body such as the vagus nerve
and acetylcholine (the major break on inflammatory processes and regulatory body for well-being). Stress of
any sort long term is well known to lead to adrenal weakness and fatigue, and immune suppression affecting all
systems. Adrenal exhaustion is in my opinion one of the most underlying and important areas to address to
achieve optimum health. It is always present in chronic conditions. Long -term sustained arousal of the adrenal
system leads to immune suppression and the suppression of the parasympathetic nervous system (inclusive of
the vagus nerve), leading to a vicious cycle the fight or flight response which the body may get neurologically
and epigenetically locked into. Stress is stress whatever the cause, physical or emotional!
Another important area to consider is the ability of the brain to rewire itself (Neuroplasticity). Neuroplasticity,
also known as brain plasticity, is an umbrella term that encompasses both synaptic plasticity and non-synaptic
plasticity—it refers to changes in neural pathways and synapses which are due to changes from emotional,
behaviour, environment and neural processes, as well as changes resulting from bodily injury. These can alter
body and brain responses, which then get stuck and off-set the healthy default patterns in other systems,
emotional and or physical Neuroplasticity has replaced the formerly-held position that the brain is a
physiologically static organ, and explores how - and in which ways - the brain changes throughout life. We will
address deeper unresolved trauma and upset once and for all at a therapeutic level in short sessions as
required and create bespoke, slick, bespoke-tailored tools to suit you to enable you to navigate life with more
heart resilience and positive influence for mind and body to align more for joy and balance, as much as is
humanly possible- we were inherently designed to be able to tap into greater resilience than previously thought.
Over Day Two and Three from the studies of epigenetics we will consider environmental signals through
perceptions, which in turn may effect of our genes. How you see the world selects which genes are going to be
activated and modifies the interpretations to make proteins that best fit the environmental circumstances of the

time. Perception and beliefs can hugely affect our responses, but not all perceptions are true. Misperceptions
are interpretations of the world, the stories we tell ourselves, that are inaccurate, may affect our biology and
which can lead to dysfunctions and disease which is why thought becomes a prominent contributor to the state
of health we express. Perception is the primary mechanism that controls our biology.
We shall be looking at the brain of the gut ‘the pancreas’ and the consequent interaction to all other systems
that may be affecting your well-being and or recovery. Directly wired to the brain, heart and other systems, the
gut is 80% of the immune system! Nutritional, natural and environment chemistry is vital to our well-being.
The Pancreas- The pancreas is the instigator endocrine/exocrine organ/gland in the body, a compound gland
situated in the duodenum curve behind the stomach. It is our central computer of all
metabolic/enzymatic/chemical processes and affecting all other organs (heart, liver, spleen, brain etc etc) and
like any computer is essential that it is functioning correctly - if it is overloaded/fed incorrect information, the
system may mal-function.
By testing the pancreas (according to the trainings in this modality) it is possible to source the indicative
malfunction and follow with an individually tailored approach. If you have adverse symptomology, then always
consult your doctor first - this will ascertain whether the problem is organic or not and advise accordingly.
The Gut-Contains approximately 80% + of your immune system and is your defence from the 'outside'considering the gut receives from everything from the outside, that’s a very, very big role it plays. The gut
contains a system of trillions of friendly microbes all playing a role involved with many processes and functions
to maintain homeostasis and health. When there is an imbalance or disturbance through physical, chemical or
emotional stress, symptoms can arise causing all sorts of havoc.
Pain & Inflammation is the body`s warning system and chronic pain or inflammation is never good often leading
onto other symptoms. Often the body gets stuck in a chronic cycle, which will need to be unlocked to allow the
body to resume a healthy way of being. .
Adrenal Stress of any sort long term is well known to lead to adrenal atrophy (weakness and fatigue) and
immune- suppression. Adrenal exhaustion, and the suppression of acetylcholine, is in my opinion one of the
most underlying and important areas to address to achieve optimum health. It is always present in chronic
conditions. Commonly pathogens, parasites, hidden food sensitivities, unknown syndromes and allergies may
cause symptoms and never had been considered, only to find they may be the very root of a long history of
symptoms that nobody really got to the bottom of. Emotional stress is equally important and related to
symptoms - long term sustained arousal of the adrenal system leads to immune suppression and a vicious
cycle the fight or flight response which the body may get neurologically locked into. Stress is stress whatever
the cause! .
Clinical Ecology is a specialized and methodical process using painless and safe means of the unique Davies
Test, applied kinesiology, allergy testing, vibrational and radionic energy biofeedback testing along with nutrient,
enzymes & orthomolecular medicines, epigeneology and biphotonics as and if necessary; nlp, hypnotherapy,
coaching, emotional trainings and other procedures, with a view to seek and resolve the root causes. During
Shine we will have a consultation to advise you on a highly individual plan of action to support your healing
journey.
On day Three we shall consider the’other’ brain –the Heart! Latest studies indicate the heart as an organ that
can be affected directly or independently of other systems and thus has been reclassified as an endocrine
organ in its own right. Quite literally we can feel heartache or ‘hit in the heart”. A phono cardiology reading will
be taken in the extended clinical ecology option. This is one of the most advanced steth readings in the world
and is an indicative and useful tool for seeking more in depth, indicative information for the process of the
emotional and physical realignment with the original blueprint of the heart.
An energetic heart and soul journey reading and realignment session is an optional part of Shine. It is based
upon the intuitive, experience and studied healing modalities of vibrational energy, Angelic and shamanic
type work.

Optional on Day 3 Energy Soul Alignment with Kazy.

When working in tandem with Kazy, the work takes on a different dynamic, the aim here to EMBODY positive
physical and emotional improvements and support for the individual.
Please note it is important to state services do not in any way guarantee results and no attempt to diagnose,
treat to cure is ever intended or given. The information on this document is not intended to replace medical
advice. Always consult your medical physician. All information therapeutics, trainings and tests (non-invasive,
non-medical and indicative based bio-energy according to training modalities listed) shared during the extended
consultation are for advisory purposes only – it is the responsibility of the client to draw from this that which
resonates and they feel may be helpful.
Important Notice
By entering your email address and any content of information contained in sending an email, or entering
any communication through this site: as well as clicking on any of the links, third party or otherwise on this
site, you are agreeing to disclose your personal information to us and those parties who may pick up
your I.P address. Please see Terms and Privacy at the bottom of this page
(https://www.kazyvincentjanes.co.uk/privacy). Thus to reduce risks under the new Data Protection Regulations
25/05/18 please make, when possible, enquiries/appointments by telephone please: 01297-489894.
Disclaimer:
Please note that the information shared here is for personal reference only and is not intended to take the place
of sound medical advice from a qualified practitioner. It is your responsibility to seek appropriate medical
guidance for any health conditions you have. Unlimited accepts no responsibility for your health choices under
any circumstances.

Please call for your more details 01297-489894 and assessment to see how and if this may be appropriate for
you.
Deposit 50% to secure Shine consultation booking and remaining balance due before the commence of day 1.
Deposit is non-refundable in the case of cancellation 14 days or under. Cancellation 7 days or less are charged
to the full rate.

Terms & Conditions
I ______________________________________________________________________________ agree to the
following;
All rights to this material are reserved to the rights of Unlimited (Kazy Vincent-Janes and partner/s).
Who We Are
Kazy Vincent-Janes and partner/s trading as Unlimited for the purpose providing services as listed on
the website kazyvincentjanes.co.uk for the purpose of supporting well-being. We are the data
controller responsible for deciding how your information is used and ensuring it is private and secure.
We are the data Processor who processes or carries this out.
No materials shall be copied, distributed or stored in anyway whatsoever and shall remain the sole
property
of Unlimited (Kazy Vincent-Janes and partner/s).
Responsibility/Health & Safety
The contents of materials and all related services do not guarantee results and no attempt to
diagnose,
treat or cure any condition or symptoms is ever intended or given. The information shared or advised is
not intended to replace medical advice. Always consult your medical physician.
The materials and all related services are intended as training and therapeutic assistance for personal
learning, support and/or as an advisory service only for the intention of supporting well-being.. The
client shall take full and whole responsibility for his/her health, and
his/her choice to seek services and attend any services provided from the practitioner (Kazy VincentJanes) and partner/s of Unlimited. Always consult your medical practitioner.
Whilst all due care is taken to ensure the safety of the client and personal possessions, all liability and
responsibility for his/her choice of attendance and possessions, loss of any form and any personal risk
to the client, shall remain wholly with the client at all times. The client has the right to withdraw at
anytime from
the sessions and any related services.
The client shall remain wholly responsible for all beverage, food, supplements or medicines consumed
on the premises, in and outside of the clinical hours. The client shall remain wholly responsible for
his/her behaviour/conduct on and outside the premises.
The client shall give full medical information as requested on this form including mental health history.
All applications where the client is currently under a mental health team will need to get consent from
their consultant or team liaison officer, that they are happy for consultation to go ahead. Contact
between the practitioner and your consultant for this agreement will be mandatory.
Prior to consultation please complete this form by reading carefully. Tick the all circles, apply name and
signature at the bottom if you are happy to proceed. Do not attempt to seek services if you do not
agree to the terms and conditions.
Privacy
We are committed to protecting your privacy. We will only use the information that we collect about
you lawfully (in accordance with General Data Protection Regulations 25/5/18).
1. The Law regarding Personal Information
In addition to our privacy policy you are protected by law. The law allows us to use your
personal information only if we have a justifiable reason to do so. The law says we must have
one or more of these reasons:
•

Legal duty

•

Legitimate interest

•

You consent to it

List of the ways we may use your Personal Information

What we use
information for

Our reasons

Legitimate
interests

To send you a relative
and supportive link for
information relating to
our clinical work
together. Marketing.

To provide tools and tips to help you to make
changes To provide further information about
developments within our services and associated
courses snd to provide you with materials.

To offer
additional
on-going
support

Deliver service to you.
Clinical Notes.
Supervision

To continue to support you appropriately To show
we treated you fairly To maintain records as
required by law with regard to our intervention
with you

To respond to any questions or complaints Ensure

Meet your
best
interest
and
support

To ensure training, training, therapeutic and
clinical protocols is appropriate for you at this
time

Meet your
best
interest
and
support

that we deliver training, therapeutic and clinical
protocols in an appropriate manner recognising
your individual needs and requirements. To keep
an updated record of our work with you and to
ensure quality of service.

Assessment

Sessions are private and confidential; the exceptions are should a situation arise that there is a risk of
harm to yourself or others. The practitioner will endeavour to seek your permission first but, if action is
required, may not do so.
In the event of the practitioner asking a question that the client does not wish to answer they can
respond with ‘that is the wrong question’, the practitioner will respect this right to privacy.
Unlimited is committed to protecting your privacy. The practitioner will only use the information that
we collect about you lawfully (in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulations 25/05/18
Act 1998).
Unlimited will not sell your details to advertising companies.
Unlimited will not e-mail you in the future unless you have given us your consent.
Unlimited will not share or forward your emails unless if in relation to another email address you have
provided and given permission to do so. For example if you give permission for a relative or other to
receive.
Unlimited reserve the right to agreement the client shall not redistribute our emails to any other parties,
unless under legal obligation cases. The information we give is solely for your personal support/advice;
which you are wholly responsible for your choice to engage with in part, wholly or not at all. It is not
necessarily intended to apply to another individual.
Exceptions include licensed and contract agreements when taking the Lightning Process Training –
see application form for the Phil Parker Lightning Process T’s & C’S. Also in the case of requests from
legal bodies if required in legal cases.
Type of Personal Information
You provide data when you:
•

Make any enquiry

•

Book any clinical consultation with us. Apply to one of our courses.

•

Buy a product from us

•

Attend one of our courses or sessions

•

Interact with us on social media

•

Agree to take part in research

•

Provide us with services
If you choose not to give us personal information it may prevent us from working effectively
and safely with you. In this instance we would be unable to enter into a working relationship
with you.

Sharing your Data
We do not share your information with third parties unless you have given your permission to do
so or there is a legal requirement to do so such as protection of yourself or others if we feel
there is a risk, or we receive a legal request for your records.
We share your information only with those you have given us permission to contact, for
example your local Lightning Process practitioner or your doctor (unless required to by law for
the purpose of safeguarding yourself or others).
We will only send you information that you have agreed to receive. You may remove yourself
from any mailing list, newsletter circulation or email from us at any point you choose.
Type of Personal Information
You provide data when you:
•

Make an enquiry

•

Apply to one of our courses

•

Buy a product from us

•

Attend one of our courses or sessions

•

Sign up to our newsletters

•

Interact with us on social media

•

Agree to take part in research

•

Provide us with services

Contact

Where you live and how to contact you

Age

To ensure appropriate consent.

Medical and case history.
Any and all information you
provide to us.
Consents

To understand your needs
To ensure we are sending you information that you have
asked for.

Storing your Data
All data will be stored securely and in line with legal requirements.
We will store your clinical information for a maximum of 7 years after our last contact with you.
Enquiries and applications that you make and then do not choose to follow up on will be stored for 12
months. You may request these to be destroyed ahead of this timescale.
Marketing
We may use your personal information to give you information and ongoing support, To send you a
relative and supportive link for information relating to our clinical work together., and to give you
information and about courses and offers. This is what we mean when we talk about ‘marketing’.
The personal information we have for you is made up of what you tell us and data we collect when
you use our services.
We can only use your personal information to send you marketing messages if we have your consent.
You can ask us to stop sending you marketing messages by unsubscribing at any time.
We may ask you to confirm or update your choices, if you take out any new products or services with
us in future. We will also ask you to do this if there are changes in the law, regulation, or the structure of
our business.
Email marketing campaigns published by this website or its owners may contain tracking facilities
within the actual email. Subscriber activity is tracked and stored in a database for future analysis and
evaluation. Such tracked activity may include; the opening of emails, forwarding of emails, the
clicking of links within the email content, times, dates and frequency
of activity (this is by no far a comprehensive list).
This information is used to refine future email campaigns and supply the user with more relevant
content based around their activity.

In compliance with UK Spam Laws and the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations 2003
subscribers are given the opportunity to unsubscribe at any time through an automated system. This
process is detailed at the footer of each email campaign. If you wish
us to delete all email contact with you then please let us know.
Newsletters
We can only use your personal information to send you newsletters and links if we have your consent.
Website
External Links:
Cookie Policy: This site uses cookies – small text files that are placed on your machine to help the site
provide a better user experience. In general, cookies are used to retain user preferences, store
information for things like shopping carts, and provide anonymised tracking data to third party
applications like Google Analytics. As a rule, cookies will make your browsing experience better.
However, you may prefer to disable cookies on this site and on others. The most effective way to do
this is to disable cookies in your browser. We suggest consulting the Help section of your browser or
taking a look at the About Cookies website which offers guidance for all modern browsers. Although
this website only looks to include quality, safe and relevant external links, users are advised adopt a
policy of caution before clicking any external web links.

Consent
Unlimited will never collect sensitive information about you without your explicit consent. By signing this
form you are committing fully to that consent. Personal and sensitive information will be taken during
the sessions as well as a set of written notes on the nature and content of the session. This is for the
purpose of keeping a record, tracking and or adjusting the therapies, trainings, advisory protocols and
procedures, as well as providing a measure of progress/change.
The personal information we hold is in the form of emails, hand-written notes, phone message texts
and messenger texts, and any information you supply to us from other parties. The personal
information we hold will be held securely in accordance with our internal security policy and the law.
Our internal system comprises of keeping hand-written notes, printed emails, Facebook private
messenger texts and Wotsapp private messages; and any other materials you provide us with for the
purpose and nature of the services we provide, are kept in locked files in a locked room with a view
to minimise data kept on computers electronically. We may hold some of your contact with us in our
contacts list, and emails exchanged on computer. All reasonable measures to ensure computer,
phone and electronic security are checked regularly. Records will be securely destroyed 7 years after
conclusion of the contract. You have the right to a Subject Access Request. You have the right to
request that your records be destroyed and you be forgotten. You have the right to withdraw consent
by requesting this directly with Unlimited.
Unlimited is not a crisis or emergency service, if you need to speak to someone immediately please
contact your GP, NHS 111 or the Samaritans (08457 909090).
Data Protection: Information Commissioners Office. GDPR 2018.
Under 18’s
Will need parental or guardian consent and all T’S & C’s remain applicable.
The practitioner Kazy Vincent-Janes is registered and C.A.B checked.
Cancellations
Payment of all session is due no later than the appointment time except in the booking of The
Lightning Process or Shine Consultation in the case of cancellations (see T’s & C’s on application
forms)
All clinical and follow up sessions booked are subject to cancellations fees at the full hourly rate 48
working hours or less. Follow up sessions are highly recommended and essential for the methodical
process of clinical advice after the initial appointment/session/training dates and are charged at the
current hourly rate listed on the website www.kazyvincentjanes.co.uk
Late payments will be charged additionally at £5 per day thereafter the day of the appointment.
The practitioner Kazy Vincent-Janes and partner/s of Unlimited reserves the right to terminate any
appointments or services at any time without notice if the client does not adhere to the terms laid out
on this page, or for any other unforeseen or reasonable reason.

•
•
•

I acknowledge this is an advisory service only which I have sought entirely of my own free will; that
I am liberty to follow in-part, wholly or not at all at any time imparting no responsibility or blame
to the practitioner on or outside of the premises at any time.
I agree to take full responsibility for my health and declare that any advice relating to clinical
ecology, clinical therapies or trainings that I chose to follow wholly of my own choice and
responsibility.

•

The practitioner shall not be held responsible for any unforeseen reactions to any advise and it my
responsibility to stop anything that I feel does not suit me.

•

I understand that this does not replace medical attention, nor is intended to diagnose or treat in
any way. I shall remain registered with my GP at all times, seek medical attention as required
and will check first and inform my GP of any advice I choose to follow.

•

I promise to declare all medical information pertaining to myself, and that of any allergies or allergic
reactions I know of. Please note your practitioner does NOT carry Epipen.

•

If at any time you in any doubt whether to take a supplement, have an unforeseen reaction or are
unsure to continue with advised guidelines, always STOP immediately and consult your
practitioner, and or seek medical help from your GP. Bring the product with you to the next
appointment.

•

I take full responsibility for choosing to take any clinical ecology tests for the purpose attaining
indicative information and supportive protocols and procedures. I acknowledge they do not
replace medical tests.

•

I take full responsibility for all food, beverages and supplements that I source and ingest in or outside
of the clinic.

•

Whilst all due care and attention to adhere to health & safety guidelines and policy at all times, I
agree to take full responsibility for myself and my possessions at all times, and enter the premises
of practice at my own risk.

•

I agree to pay the session fees no later than the day of the appointment. Payment made be made
by bacs transfer or cash. Late payment will be charged at £5:00 per day thereafter unless
alternative arrangements have been formerly agreed with the practitioner. Current fees are
displayed at the bottom of each service page on the website www.kazyvincentjanes.co.uk.

•

Additional consultations by phone call, zoom, wotsapp, messenger or skype are available inbetween your clinical sessions. Please text 07990 515777 to arrange an appointment. Fee
charged to the nearest half hour.

•

Clinical Consultation by email for received/sent replies are available kazy@kazyvincentjanes.co.uk.
Fee charged at the half hourly rate per email.

•

I agree to pay cancellations fees at the made 48 working hours or less at the full appointment rate.

•

I declared to provide full current and historical medical information including mental health; as well
as all any other current and historical complimentary/alternative practitioners/services I
have/am engaged with. I declare this to be true and as complete to the best of my ability.

•

I agree to inform and check with my medical consultant/GP that there no reason why it may not
be appropriate for me to pursue any services here provided; and or any contra-indications for
supplements or products advised.

•

Clients under a mental health consultants/team will need to provide the practitioner written consent
from their consultant/team key-worker.

•

I HAVE READ AND AGREE TO ALL THE INFORMATION ON THIS DOCUMENT BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO
PROCEED WITH ANY SERVICES, CORRESPONDENCE OR CONSULTATION.

Full Name
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature_________________________________________________________________________________________
Date________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Contact__________________________________________________________________________________________

